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US SECY OF STATE JOHN KERRY JET’S PROCK-SCHAUER
BREAKS LEG IN BIKE CRASH,
BACK IN INDIA, THIS
TO SKIP MEET ON ISIS 14
TIME AS GOAIR CEO 15

Three thrash
Manipuri
youth in city
A

civil services aspirant
from Manipur suffered
a broken skull and injured
limbs after he objected to a
youth spitting on him in a
north Delhi locality. The victim, Brilliant Horam, 27,
was abused, chased through
streets and beaten with a
stick by three men till he
passed out, reports Nitisha
Kashyap. Two of the accused have been arrested
while another is absconding, police said. P 2

‘73% of Indian
cops don’t get
a weekly off’

P

olice personnel are often
inefficient and offensive
because they are overworked, a study said. It
found 90% of police officers
worked for more than eight
hours a day and 73% didn’t
get a weekly off even once a
month. Cops were called in
for emergency duties during their rare off days as
well, reports Neeraj Chauhan. Long duty hours were
the reason why many cops
were not physically fit. P 9
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Modi will be first Indian PM Did I jeopardize my kids’
to visit Israel and Palestine health by moving to Delhi?
No Decision Yet PACKED SCHEDULE
| Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, of all 54 African nations
On Pak Cricket July
Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan,
November | East Asia Summit
Turkmenistan, Russia
and India-Asean Summit.
Series: Sushma September
Destination Malaysia. Likely
| Possible visit to
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: Narendra Modi
will be the first Indian prime
minister to travel to Israel, a
visit that will finally bring
one of the world’s close relationships out of the closet.
Temple stops in Dhaka, P 8
While dates for the trip are
yet to be fixed, foreign minister Sushma Swaraj announced she would visit Israel later this year, along with
Palestine and Jordan.
Presenting a wrap-up of
her ministry’s work for the

Rain relief in
north likely
from today
N

orthwest India is likely
to see some relief from
the searing heat, with the met
office forecasting occasional
storms from Monday, reports
Amit Bhattacharya. However, central India and the
Andhra-Telangana region,
where more than 2,000 people
have died so far, may have to
wait for a few more days.
A fresh pulse of moist
winds from the west has reached J&K and is likely to bring dust storms and thundershowers over northwest India, including Delhi, for 3-4
days and may result in maximum temperatures dropping below 40 degrees. P 7

to include other countries
in the region such as
Singapore, Indonesia
and perhaps Vietnam

UN General Assembly

October | G20 summit in

Turkey. Possible trips to
Israel, Egypt, Palestine

Other visits | UK,

➤ India-Africa
Summit in New
Delhi. India has
invited leaders
first year, Swaraj clarified
that there was no decision on
a cricket series with Pakistan
and the Modi government’s
diplomacy had resulted in
39% growth in foreign investment (FDI) into India.
The PM’s Israel visit is no

Afghanistan, north
European countries
like Denmark

surprise. There aren’t many
world leaders Modi refers to
as “my friend”, which is a prefix he regularly uses for his
Israeli counterpart, Benjamin Netanyahu.
Foregone conclusion, P 8

Simpler I-T forms
out, file by Aug 31
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: The government
on Sunday announced simplified and thinner income tax
return forms, which do away
with unnecessary disclosures on spending during foreign visits and dormant bank
accounts, while extending
the deadline for filing returns
by a month, to August 31.
Rules related to reporting
of foreign assets by expatriates have also been simplified.
Indian taxpayers with overseas assets would, however, be
required to make disclosures,
which was the main purpose
of revision of the forms.
The department clarified

Eating out, travel
costlier from today

E

ating out and travelling will
be costlier from Monday and
mobile bills are likely to rise as
service tax goes up from 12.3%
to 14% as notified in the 2015
Budget. The new rate extends
to railways, airlines, banking,
insurance and credit cards. P 7

that instead of providing
spending details on overseas
visits, individuals or HUFs
using ITR 2 and ITR 2A forms
would be required to furnish
their passport numbers.
Account balance, P 9

Committed
to 1 rank, 1
pension: PM
P

M Narendra Modi on Sunday tried to douse rising
anger among ex-servicemen
over the continuing delay in
implementing the muchpromised one rank, one pension, asking for “some more

The ABC of OROP, P 7
time” to resolve the complex
issue, reports Rajat Pandit.
But the seething ex-servicemen see “bureaucratic
machinations” at play once
again to further delay OROP
on the pretext that it is yet to
be defined properly. P 7

Gamlin writes
to LG against
AAP minister
what could emerge as a
flashpoint in Delhi’s
Iturfnfresh
war, principal secretary
(industries) Shakuntala Gamlin has written to LG Najeeb Jung, accusing industries minister Satyendar Jain of
“pressing” her to put up a cabinet note on freeholding industrial plots though it was
the domain of the LG who is
chairman of DDA.
Jain said the proposal
was related to allotments made over 20 years ago. “If asking for a proposal is putting
pressure...I have nothing to
say. If Ms Gamlin had reservations, she should have written to me” he told TOI. P 2

Gardiner Harris was the South Asia correspondent of the New York Times for
the last three years. He writes a very grim account of pollution in Delhi. Many will
feel Harris’s account is exaggerated, but if this is how expats feel about the city’s
air, there is a clear risk of Delhi being regarded as a blackhole in Western capitals.
That, in turn, could threaten India’s quest for economic growth and global stature

F

or weeks the breathing
of my 8-year-old son,
Bram, had become
more laboured, his medicinal inhaler increasingly vital. And then, one terrifying
night nine months after we
moved to this megacity,
Bram’s inhaler stopped
working and his gasping became panicked.
My wife called a friend,
who recommended a private

Delhi’s air and mounting research into its effects
have become so frightening that some feel it is
unethical for those with a choice to raise kids here
hospital miles away. I carried
Bram to the car while my wife
brought his older brother. My
wife sat in the back seat, cradling Bram’s head.
When we arrived, doctors
infused him with steroids
(and refused to provide further treatment until a $1,000
charge on my credit card went
through). A week later, Bram
was able to return home.
When I became South

Asia correspondent for The
New York Times three years
ago, my wife and I were both
excited and prepared for difficulties — insistent beggars,
endemic dengue and summertime temperatures that
reach 120 degrees Fahrenheit.
But we had little inkling just
how dangerous this city
would be for our boys.
We gradually learned that
Delhi’s true menace came from its air, water, food and flies.

These perils sicken, disable
and kill millions in India annually, making for one of the
worst public health disasters
in the world. Delhi, we discovered, is quietly suffering from
a dire pediatric respiratory
crisis, with a recent study
showing that nearly half
of the city’s 4.4 million schoolchildren have irreversible
lung damage. NYT NEWS SERVICE
‘Unethical...’, P 5

Exit exam likely for MBBS docs

T

he health ministry is planning an exit exam for
MBBS students graduating
from government and as well
as private colleges. The move comes in the wake of concerns over the quality of doctors in the country, reports
Sushmi Dey.

Initially, the government
intends to create a separate
‘all-India chapter’ for doctors qualifying the exit exam. Doctors currently get
themselves registered with
the state chapter of Medical
Council of India and have to
get their registration trans-

ferred if they intend to practise in another state. Those
clearing the exit exam will
be able to practise anywhere
in the country.
Eventually, students not
passing the exit exam could
even be held back from postgraduate studies. P 7
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Abused Lodi-era tomb gets new life
Unknown Monument Was Being Used For Community Activities And By Squatters
Photos: TOI

Richi.Verma@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: For decades, this
Lodi-era monument served as
a library, a venue for community
gatherings and a makeshift
living area for squatters. However, this unknown tomb located
in a public park in upscale
Greater Kailash I area has just
been revived.
The monument, which had
fallen victim to neglect, deteriorated with time, and saw rapid encroachment through the years,
was hand-picked for an elaborate
conservation and protection programme by the India National
Trust for Art and Cultural Heritage (Intach) in a collaborative
project with the Delhi government’s archaeology department.
The project started last August, and since then, a considerable difference can be seen in the
historic building. Though located
inside a central park near Nblock market, the monument has
rarely seen any visitors.
“It is on a raised mound and
clearly visible from the main
road. Towards its south, there are
a series of steps made at a
later date. In the immediate
surrounding or in the park,
there are no other historic monuments. However, the Lodi-period
monuments in the Zamrudpur
village are in the vicinity,’’
said officials.
Through the decades, a num-

which showed us how the
building used to look like originally. This helped us recreate missing elements as well,’’ said Intach officials.
Portions of the mehrab were
missing and the niches were buried under the cement plaster. The
red and blue hand running
through the interiors were hardly visible and had to undergo
chemical cleaning. “The medallions were defaced and all decorative elements suffered immense
damage and decay from years of

REVAMPING HISTORY: The
monument was being conserved
since last August; (right) the tomb
before conservation

ber of alterations were made
to its original facade. “Cement
plaster was used extensively
and even a room was constructed
near the dome which was
razed. It took a lot of time and
effort to remove the alterations
without harming the structure.
We managed to get hold of
archival pictures from the 1950s

neglect,’’ said an official.
The tomb stands on a mound
about a height of 3.5m from
the ground level around. “There
is no mention of any enclosure
wall by Zafar Hasan; however,
there are some remains of a stone
wall to the east of the tomb, which
seems like a retaining wall. Further investigation need to be done
in this regard,’’ reads a description of the monument in the Intach listing.
Architecturally, the tomb has
a square plan and has some
unique features such as the sand
stone brackets supporting the
chajja, rectangular openings
stone pillars, lintels and brackets,
domed ceiling with bands in incised plaster etc which attributes
the tomb to belong to either Tughlaq or early Lodi period.
“The tomb has been put to various uses in the past. It is located
in a modern locality of Delhi, inside the DDA park and is prominently visible from the main
road. Now that, the tomb is secured by the government, it will
be conserved and restored appropriately by rectifying all wrong
repair works done and by recreating lost features. The surrounding must also be developed after
procuring land from the DDA.
Once conserved and developed,
the residents are definitely going
to appreciate this unique historic
structure in their locality and
take pride in it,’’ said an official.

‘Many feel it’s unethical to raise kids here’

Continued from P 1

F

or most Indians, health hazards are
inescapable horrors. But there are
thousands of others who have chosen
to live here, including some trying to save
the world, others hoping to describe it and
still others intent on getting their own
small piece of it.
It is an eclectic community of expatriates and millionaires, including car executives from Detroit, tech geeks from the
Bay Area and cancer researchers from Maryland and diplomats from Dublin.
Over the last year, often over chai and
samosas at local dhabas or whisky and
chicken tikka at glittering embassy parties, we have obsessively discussed whether we are pursuing our careers at our children’s expense.
Foreigners have lived in Delhi for centuries, of course, but the air and the mounting research into its effects have become so
frightening that some feel it is unethical for
those who have a choice to willingly raise
children here.
Similar discussions are doubtless
underway in Beijing and other Asian
megacities, but it is in Delhi — among
the most populous, polluted, unsanitary
and bacterially unsafe cities on earth —
where the new calculus seems most urgent. The city’s air is more than twice as
polluted as Beijing’s, according to the
World Health Organization.
So many of our friends have decided to
leave that the American Embassy School
— this city’s great expat institution — is
facing a steep drop in admissions next fall.

My pastor, who ministers to a largely expat
parish here, told me he feared he would lose
60% of his congregants this summer.
We nearly left two years ago, after
Bram’s first hospitalization. Even after his
breathing stabilized, tests showed that he
had lost half his lung function. On our doctor’s advice, we placed him on routine steroid therapy and decided that as long as his
breathing did not worsen again, we could
stay in Delhi.
Or at least I decided that. My wife seriously considered flying home immediately,
and at the end of a summer
visit to the United States
with the kids months later,
sobbed for hours on the return flight to Delhi.
But after our second
year here, Bram seemed
fine. His earlier difficulties, though, led me to call
some leading air pollution
experts. The conversations were sobering.
“Knowing that I was putting my kids in a
place that compromised their health for
their lifetimes would be difficult given all of
the scientific evidence,” said W James Gauderman, a professor of preventive medicine
at the University of Southern California.
He is the co-author of a landmark 2004 study
showing that children raised in parts of Los
Angeles — where pollution levels are a fraction of Delhi’s — face significant and probably permanent losses of lung function.
Sarath Guttikunda, one of India’s top
pollution researchers, who moved to Goa,
to protect his two young children, was
unequivocal: “If you have the option to

live elsewhere, you should not raise children in Delhi.”
These and other experts told me that reduced lung capacity in adults is a highly accurate predictor of early death and disability — perhaps more than elevated blood
pressure or cholesterol. So by permanently
damaging their lungs in Delhi, our children
may not live as long.
And then there are nascent areas of
research suggesting that pollution can
lower children’s IQ, hurt their test scores
and increase the risks of autism, epilepsy,
diabetes and even adult-onset diseases like multiple
sclerosis.
It’s not just the air that
inflicts harm. At least 600
million Indians, half the total population, defecate
outdoors, and most of the
effluent, even from toilets,
is dumped untreated into
rivers and streams. Still, I never thought
this would come home to my family quite as
dramatically as it did.
We live in a four-year-old, five-story
apartment building that my wife chose because its relatively new windows could help
shut out Delhi’s appalling night time air.
About six months after we moved in, one of
our neighbors reported that her tap water
suddenly smelled like sewage.
Then the smell hit another neighbor and
another. It turned out that the developer had
dug open channels for sewage that had gradually seeped into each apartment’s buried
water tank. When we pulled up the floor
tiles on the ground floor, brown sludge

Centre sits on ‘saviour’ e-way
Dipak.Dash@timesgroup.com

New Delhi: The proposed
Eastern Peripheral Expressway has repeatedly been touted as a means to check the
acute vehicular pollution in
Delhi. Before the last assembly elections, the Centre had announced that it would lay the
foundation stone soon. But the
proposal to approve the Rs
6,000-crore project has been
pending before the Cabinet for
over two months.
This is despite the fact that
the Supreme Court has refused to extend the new deadline beyond July 2018 and the
Centre has told National
Green Tribunal that it would
expedite the awarding of this
project as a part of its comprehensive plan to check air pollution in the capital.
The road transport and
highways ministry’s proposal, which has been with the
government since March, is
yet to be placed before the Cabinet. “The financial bids have
already been received by National Highway Authority of
India (NHAI). But these cannot be opened and the work
cannot be awarded till the Cabinet approves the project. Left
with no option, we are only extending the deadlines for

opening the bids,” said an
NHAI official.
The
ring
expressway—135km Kundli-Ghaziabad-Palwal eastern e-way and
136km Kundli-Manesar-Palwal Western Peripheral Expressway—was proposed in
2005 after the Supreme Court
had ordered decongestion of
Delhi roads. The bypasses,
which were originally to be
completed by 2010, are likely to
take at least 60,000-70,000 vehicles off the city roads.
Sources said the latest road
block is the tussle between the
Delhi government and the
transport ministry over sharing the increased land acquisition cost. The Delhi government, which needs to pay a
total of Rs 1,794.8 crore, has already deposited Rs 653.5 crore
and is reluctant to pay more.
Haryana has paid Rs 327 crore
and still needs to pay Rs 570.6
crore as per the revised cost.
TOI has learnt that the
Centre is worried that if Delhi’s demand is met, Haryana
might also seek similar relief.
“But how long can you sit on a
decision when we have committed to fast development of
this expressway to decongest
Delhi roads and put some
check on pollution?” wondered an official.

HC raps govt over RTR order
New Delhi: The Delhi high
court has taken strong exception to the city government,
traffic police and DDA for not
complying with its order on
decongesting traffic on the
single-lane flyover at Rao Tula
Ram Marg, saying money is
“going down the drain”.
“You had to comply with
our order and directions, but
you have not done so,” a bench
of justices B D Ahmed and

Sanjeev Sachdeva said.
“It is money going down
the drain,” Justice Sachdeva
also remarked with respect to
work PWD claimed to have
done to decongest traffic.
PWD in response said it
had already showed the bench
the measures it intends to
take, like removing encroachments from alternative roads
and preventing parking on
them to decongest traffic. PTI
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seemed to be everywhere.
Most piped water here is contaminated.
Poor sanitation may be a crucial reason
nearly half of India’s children are stunted.
The list of health threats sounds
harrowing when considered together, but
life goes on and can be quite nice here.
Our apartment building eventually installed aboveground water tanks. My children’s school and travel in the region are terrific, and many expats are far more
influential here than they would be in their
home countries.
Yet one afternoon this spring, someone
in our neighborhood burned something
toxic, and an astringent cloud spread
around our block. My wife was out walking
with a friend, and their eyes became teary
and their throats began to close. They
bolted back inside our apartment where
they found Bram gasping again, for the
first time in two years. In some places in
Delhi, the levels of fine particles that cause
the most lung damage, called PM2.5, routinely exceed 1,000 in winter in part because
small trash and other fires are so common,
according to scientists. In Beijing, PM2.5
levels that exceed 500 make international
headlines; here, levels twice that high are
largely ignored.
There is a growing expatriate literature,
mostly out of China, describing the horrors
of air pollution, the dangers to children and
the increasingly desperate measures taken
for protection. These accounts mostly end
with the writers deciding to remain despite
the horrors.
Not this one. We are moving back to
Washington this week. NYT NEWS SERVICE

Chief secy gets
NGT warrant
New Delhi: National Green
Tribunal has issued bailable
warrant against the Delhi
chief secretary for failure
of officials to appear before
it for apprising it about implementation of closure orders of stainless steel pickling firms.
“As nobody is present on
behalf of respondent No 1government of NCT of Delhi
despite service of notice, we
issue bailable warrant in the
sum of Rs 10,000 to the satisfaction of the arresting officer against the chief secretary of the respondent No 1 for
securing the presence under
provisions of NGT Act,” a
bench headed by judicial
member U D Salvi said. PTI
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Cabbie thrashes bizman
TIMES NEWS NETWORK

New Delhi: A businessman was left
with bruises and a broken jaw after he
was thrashed by a cab-driver for not
moving away from his way. The incident was reported from north-west
Delhi’s Bharat Nagar area on Saturday night.
Siddharth Kapoor (32) was returning home in his Honda Mobilio
car when the cab, a Tata Indica driven
by Dharmendra waylaid him near
Model Town accusing him purposely
blocking his way. The cabbie pulled
him out of the car and punched him

in the face. Kapoor sustained bruises
on his face and also broke his tooth,
police said.
According to the police, Kapoor
was driving when Dharmendra who
was behind him started honking.
Since there was traffic on the road, he
could not clear the way, which enraged Dharmendra. He decided to
sort the matter immediately and stopped Kapoor. A heated argument ensued which was followed by a scuffle.
Both the vehicles have been impounded for investigations and the
CCTV footages from the area are being scanned to identify the culprit.

